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Application General Data 
 
Consideration of a Special Use 
Permit request to continue operation 
of an existing nonconforming 
automobile sales business.  
 

Planning Commission 
Hearing: 

 
March 4, 2014 

City Council  
Hearing: 

 
March 15, 2014 

Address:  
1318 King Street 
  

Zone: 
 

KR / King Street Urban Retail 
zone 

Applicant:  
Behrooz Raiszadeh 
 

Small Area Plan: Old Town and King Street Retail 
Strategy 

Staff Recommendation: DENIAL subject to compliance with all applicable codes and 
ordinances and the recommended permit conditions found in Section III of this report. 
Staff Reviewers: Nathan Randall nathan.randall@alexandriava.gov  
 

PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION, MARCH 4, 2014: On a motion by Vice Chairman 
Dunn, seconded by Commissioner Lyman, the Planning Commission recommended denial of the 
request. The motion carried on a vote of 7 to 0. 

 
Reason: The Planning Commission agreed with the staff analysis.  
 
Speakers: 
 
Behrooz Raiszadeh, applicant, spoke in favor of the Special Use Permit request. 
 
John R. Griffin, Duke Street, spoke in opposition to closing the business and noted the presence 
of vacant tenant spaces on King Street. 
 
Sharon Annear, North Howard Street, spoke in opposition to closing the business. She expressed 
concern that closing the business would negatively impact City revenues. 
 
Frank Fannon, Duke Street, spoke in opposition to closing the business. He encouraged the 
Commission to let the market decide when site redevelopment should occur. 
 

mailto:nathan.randall@alexandriava.gov
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PLANNING COMMISSION ACTION, JANUARY 7, 2014: On a motion by Commissioner 
Wagner, seconded by Commissioner Hyra, the Planning Commission deferred the request to the 
March 2014 meeting of the Planning Commission. The motion carried on a vote of 7 to 0. 

 
Reason: The Planning Commission agreed with the staff analysis and offered the applicant an 
additional two months to relocate the business.  
 
Speakers: 
 
K. Scott Brown, Harvard Street, spoke in opposition to allowing continued operation of the use. 
He stated that the use is no longer compatible with the vision for King Street. 
 
Behrooz Raiszadeh, applicant, spoke in favor of the request. 
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I. DISCUSSION   
 
The applicant, Behrooz Raiszadeh, requests Special Use Permit approval to continue operation of 
an existing nonconforming automobile sales business at 1318 King Street. 
 

SITE DESCRIPTION 
 
The subject site is one lot of record with 
38 feet of frontage on King Street, 100 
feet of depth, and a total lot area of 
3,800 square feet. The property is 
improved with a one-story, 216 square-
foot structure and surface parking lot. 
 
The property is surrounded by 
commercial and residential uses. Several 
retail shops, such as Pacers and Le 
Tastevin, as well as two restaurants and 
another nonconforming automobile 
sales business, are located along the 
1300 block King Street. Additional 
commercial uses, including offices, a 
UPS Store and a tailor shop, are located to the southwest along South West Street. Residential 
townhouses are located to the south facing Commerce Street.  
 
 BACKGROUND 
 
An automobile sales business has operated at this site since 1962, when City Council approved 
Special Use Permit #503. The property was rezoned from C-3 to CD as part of the City-wide 
rezoning in 1992. Automobile sales businesses are not permitted in the CD zone and therefore 
the use became noncomplying since its lack of conformity with the CD zone regulations was 
solely occasioned by the 1992 rezoning. 
 
In May 2005, City Council adopted the King Street Retail Strategy as an amendment to the 
Alexandria Master Plan and, at the same time, rezoned the property to KR as recommended in 
the Strategy. The KR zone regulations do not permit automobile sales businesses and further 
specify at Section 6-702(D)(2) that uses involving the display of automobile vehicles for sale 
shall be deemed nonconforming uses. Sections 12-200 and 12-214 of the Zoning Ordinance 
require the applicant to either cease operation of the use or file for Special Use Permit approval 
within seven years of notification of the nonconforming status. 
 
Planning & Zoning staff informed the property owner and the applicant, who has operated the 
business there since 1991, of the nonconforming status of the use in a letter dated November 21, 
2006. It further explained the need to cease operation or file for Special Use Permit approval by, 
in this case, November 2013. Staff reminded the applicant of this requirement in summer 2012 
and again in July 2013. The applicant filed for Special Use Permit approval in October 2013.  
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The owner of another nonconforming automobile sales business, located three properties to the 
west at 1318 King Street, has similarly applied for Special Use Permit approval to continue 
operation of his business. SUP#2013-0084 is also scheduled to be heard before the Planning 
Commission and City Council in January March 2014.  

 
NONCONFORMING USES 

 
Section 12-200 of the Zoning Ordinance was amended in 1998 to require operators of 
nonconforming uses to either obtain Special Use Permit approval or to cease operations within 
seven years of being notified of their use’s nonconforming status. The establishment of the 
seven-year abatement period is intended to provide operators an “opportunity to realize a fair and 
reasonable rate of return” on investments. 
 
Section 12-214(A)(3) of the Zoning Ordinance also provides two special criteria that must be 
evaluated as part of Special Use Permit requests for the continuation of a nonconforming use at 
the end of the abatement period. Those criteria are: 
 

(a) the degree to which the use serves the nearby neighborhood; and 
(b) the degree to which the use is compatible with the uses in the nearby 

neighborhood. 
 

PROPOSAL 
 
The applicant proposes to continue operating his existing noncomplying automobile sales 
business at this location. Up to nine used vehicles are available for sale and administrative 
offices are located in the 216 square-foot structure located on the southern portion of the site. 
Additional elements of the applicant’s proposal are as follows: 
 
Hours of Operation:  10 a.m. – 6 p.m. Monday – Friday 
   11 a.m. – 5 p.m. Saturday 
    
Customers:   Ten customers each day 
 
Employees: Two employees at any one time, four in total 
 
Noise: Minimal noise levels may occur when vehicle engines are started 

but such potential noises will be controlled by not accelerating 
engines.  

 
Odors: Minor engine/exhaust odors may be present occasionally 
 
Trash/Litter: Typical office paper and waste, estimated at one bag each week, 

will be collected on a daily basis 
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ZONING/MASTER PLAN DESIGNATION 
 
The property is located in the KR / King Street Urban Retail zone. Automobile sales businesses 
are not allowed in the KR zone. 
 
The property is located within the boundaries of the Old Town Small Area Plan and King Street 
Retail Strategy chapters of the Alexandria Master Plan. The subject automobile repair business 
on the property is specifically recommended on Page 5-4 of the King Street Retail Strategy to 
become a nonconforming use which could be subsequently redeveloped consistent with the goal 
of creating a vital retail environment. 

 
PARKING 

 
The automobile sales business has no technical parking requirement since it has been in 
operation since prior to 1963 when modern parking requirements were established. Under 
current parking regulations and staff practice, the applicant would need to provide a minimum of 
one off-street parking space for the office use plus one off-street space for each vehicle displayed 
for sale on the property, for a total of 10 off-street parking spaces. The applicant exceeds current 
parking regulations with the provision of 12 off-street spaces on the property.  
 
 
II. STAFF ANALYSIS 

 
Staff does not support the applicant’s request to continue operating the nonconforming 
automobile sales business in this prominent Old Town location. The King Street Retail Strategy 
specifically recommends that this use should be made nonconforming and eventually 
redeveloped in a manner consistent with stated planning goals. Staff sees no mitigating 
circumstances in favor of the continuation of the use, such as it being neighborhood serving or 
compatible with the surrounding neighborhood. The applicant has not provided evidence of 
needing a greater opportunity to realize a return on his business investment. It also believes that 
no extension of the use is practically necessary or desirable. In order to support the planning 
goals contained in the King Street Retail Strategy, staff recommends denial of the Special Use 
Permit. 
 
King Street Retail Strategy 
The subject automobile sales business today remains clearly inconsistent with planning goals 
contained in the King Street Retail Strategy, a finding specifically identified on page 5-4 of the 
Strategy itself. The King Street Retail Strategy envisions a “vibrant, retail King Street that can 
maintain and grow its competitive position in the region, and thus ensure the vitality and health 
of the street and the area” (KSRS Page 1-4). A guiding principal in support of this vision is the 
encouragement of “continuous retail uses along the street to support optimum market conditions 
and the pedestrian experience” (Page 5-2). 
 
Staff finds that, as a non-retail use, the business does not provide a continuous retail experience 
along the street. Instead, the presence of the one-story office set back far from the sidewalk and 
the unattractive surface parking lot immediately next to the street creates a void in the 
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streetscape, which interrupts the streetwall that elsewhere on King Street provides an interactive 
and lively experience for pedestrians in many instances. In addition, automobiles sales uses are 
not generally geared toward pedestrians nor are they likely to generate much pedestrian traffic. 
Automobile sales may be less likely to generate synergy with other neighboring retail businesses 
in the same way that a customer shopping for a new shirt might also buy a necktie and shoes at 
other nearby establishments.  
 
Neighborhood Compatibility 
Notwithstanding the Master Plan findings and the KR zone regulations, the special review 
criteria in Section 12-214(A)(3) of the Zoning Ordinance allows for the possibility that the 
continuation of a nonconforming use might be advisable if it is neighborhood-serving and is 
compatible with the surrounding neighborhood. Although some neighborhood residents may 
purchase vehicles from the applicant, automobiles are not everyday purchases given their high 
value. Staff does not believe such transactions would occur frequently enough for the business to 
be considered neighborhood-serving. 
 
The automobile-oriented use is also not compatible with the character of the neighborhood. The 
property is surrounded by a mix of small retail shops, restaurants, and upper-level residential 
apartments. In addition, residential townhouses and a day care center are located nearby to the 
south across an alley. Aside from the similarly-situated automobile sales business at 1310 King 
Street, no other automobile-oriented businesses are located on adjacent blocks or elsewhere on 
King Street between the waterfront and Metro.  
 
Future Plans 
In addition to reviewing the existing business, staff also has considered future plans for the 
property if its recommendation for denial is upheld. The applicant has also expressed interest to 
staff that, should it not recommend permanent approval for the continuation of the use, that a 
temporary extension should be allowed for at least another two months and possibly longer. He 
has explained that the extra time will allow for a smoother transition to another location. Such an 
extension would further give the applicant or other property owner additional time to potentially 
pursue redevelopment plans while earning income from the property and without creating a 
vacancy on King Street. 
 
Temporary Extension 
Although it understands the applicant’s interest in maintaining his small business here, staff does 
not believe that approval of the requested Special Use Permit with any time extension is 
warranted. The applicant and property owner have been aware of the nonconforming status of 
the use since at least 2006 and the applicant renewed its lease agreement for the property in 
2010. The applicant was also directly reminded in 2012 and 2013 of the potential need to vacate 
the site if any Special Use Permit is denied and has been referred to the Alexandria Economic 
Development Partnership (AEDP) for help regarding potential relocation within the City. Ample 
time in which the business could have been relocated or closed has been offered during the 
seven-year abatement period. Furthermore, the applicant has not brought forward, nor has staff 
observed, any circumstances that have adversely impacted the applicant’s opportunity to realize 
a fair and reasonable return in the last seven years on the business he has owned for 
approximately 17 years. 
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As a practical matter, if the Special Use Permit request is denied, the applicant will have an 
adequate period of time in which to wrap-up final business matters at this location. Through 
ordinary enforcement processes, staff expects to offer the applicant about 60 days, or until March 
31, 2014 May 15, 2014, to completely cease operations at the site. 
 
Vacancy 
Staff typically prefers for tenant space to remain occupied while redevelopment approvals are 
pursued or while redevelopment potential ripens, and it has recommended approval recently for 
several SUPs in Arlandria and the West End with condition language requiring reviews in 
approximately five and ten years’ time. However, staff believes the current request is different 
from other recent cases and has not recommended a similar approach here for several reasons. 
First, the seven-year abatement period has already offered an opportunity analogous to the 
review condition recommended in other cases. Second, the subject automobile sales business is a 
nonconforming use rather than a use regularly allowed by SUP under current zoning, and the 
Zoning Ordinance expresses a clear preference for the “eventual elimination of all 
nonconforming uses” (Section 12-202). Third, the business has been uniquely identified in the 
King Street Retail Strategy as being incompatible with the City’s planning goals. In other recent 
instances, a particular use may be generally discouraged in a given Small Area Plan or special 
study or it may be located in an inconsistent building type (single-use, suburban-designed, or 
industrial warehouse). Fourth, staff believes that the removal of the existing automobile sales use 
offers a particularly strong incentive to redevelop the property given that the small size of the 
existing building limits the range of alternative uses for the site as currently developed. 
 
Redevelopment 
With regard to longer-term plans, staff has learned that applicant may exercise the right of first 
refusal in his lease to purchase the property in the near future as part of a business partnership. 
He has shared his general interest in potentially redeveloping the site and stated that any such 
redevelopment could include a new structure designed for retail/restaurant uses, possibly with 
upper-level residences. Staff expects to have further conversations with current or future 
property owners regarding both potential interim and long-term uses for the site.  
 
Potential Condition Language 
As it has done in other cases recommended for denial, staff has prepared potential condition 
language in Section III of this report if City Council were to approve the Special Use Permit 
request. Many of the recommendations are standard conditions included in Special Use Permits 
for automobile-related uses. Condition #6 requires the existing freestanding sign, which is in 
poor condition and inconsistent with historic district requirements, to be removed. It also 
recommends that a standard staff-level review occur in six months (Condition #18) and that the 
Special Use Permit expire one year from approval unless the applicant obtains new Special Use 
Permit approval (Condition #19). 
 
Conclusion 
The subject automobile repair business appears to be one of the few instances in the last 15 years 
in which a use has been completely eliminated from a zone and deemed to be a nonconforming 
use. The deliberately strict treatment of the use indicates its degree of inconsistency in 2005 with 
stated planning goals for this highly visible location. Staff believes this incompatibility continues 
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today and sees no mitigating circumstances, such as neighborhood compatibility or a lack of 
opportunity for the applicant to realize a reasonable return, through which the continuation of the 
use is appropriate on either a short or long-term basis. 
 
Staff recommends denial of the Special Use Permit request. 
 
III. RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS 
 
Staff recommends DENIAL of the requested Special Use Permit. If the request is approved, staff 
recommends that the request be approved subject to compliance with all applicable codes and 
ordinances and the following conditions: 
 
1. The Special Use Permit shall be granted to the applicant only or to any corporation in 

which the applicant has a controlling interest. (P&Z) 
 

2. The hours of operation of the general automobile repair business shall be limited to 
between 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Monday - Saturday. (P&Z)   

 
3. The applicant shall post the hours of operation at the entrance of the business. (P&Z) 

 
4. No more than nine vehicles shall be displayed for sale on the premises at any one time. 

All vehicles shall be parked in a neat and orderly manner. No vehicles shall be displayed, 
parked, or stored in any portion of the public right-of-way. (P&Z) 

 
5. No repair work shall be done at the subject property. (P&Z)(T&ES) 

 
6. The existing freestanding sign at the property shall be removed within 30 days of SUP 

approval. (P&Z) 
 

7. Trash and garbage shall be placed in sealed containers which do not allow odors to 
escape and shall be stored inside or in closed containers which do not allow invasion by 
animals. No trash or debris shall be allowed to accumulate on site outside of those 
containers. (P&Z) 

 
8. The applicant shall conduct employee training sessions on an ongoing basis, including as 

part of any employee orientation, to discuss all SUP provisions and requirements. (P&Z) 
 
9. All waste products including but not limited to organic compounds (solvents), motor oil, 

compressor lubricant and antifreeze shall be disposed of in accordance with all local, 
state and federal ordinances or regulations and not be discharged to the sanitary or storm 
sewers or be discharged onto the ground. (T&ES) 
 

10. The applicant shall comply with the City of Alexandria Best Management practices 
manual for automotive related industries.  A copy can be obtained by contacting the 
Office of Environmental Quality at 703-746-4065 or at 
http://alexandriava.gov/Environment under Forms and Publications. (T&ES) 
 

http://alexandriava.gov/Environment
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11. The applicant shall control odors, smoke and any other air pollution from operations at 
the site and prevent them from leaving the property or becoming a nuisance to 
neighboring properties, as determined by the Department of Transportation and 
Environmental Services. (T&ES) 
 

12. All loudspeakers shall be prohibited from the exterior of the building, and no amplified 
sounds shall be audible at the property line. (T&ES) 

 
13. Supply deliveries, loading, and unloading activities shall not occur between the hours of 

11 p.m. and 7 a.m. (T&ES)  
 
14. The applicant shall require its employees who drive to use off-street parking and/or 

provide employees who use mass transit with subsidized bus and rail fare media.  The 
applicant shall also post DASH and Metrobus schedules on-site for employees. (T&ES) 

 
15. Litter on the site and on public rights-of-way and spaces adjacent to or within 75 feet of 

the premises shall be picked up at least twice a day and at the close of business, and more 
often if necessary, to prevent an unsightly or unsanitary accumulation, on each day that 
the business is open to the public. (T&ES) 
 

16. All waste products including, but not limited to, organic compounds (solvents), motor oil, 
refrigerant, compressor lubricant and antifreeze shall be disposed of in accordance with 
all local, state and federal ordinances or regulations and not be discharged to the sanitary 
or storm sewers or be discharged onto the ground. (T&ES) 
 

17. The applicant shall contact the Community Relations Unit of the Alexandria Police 
Department at 703-746-6838 regarding a robbery readiness program for all employees. 
(Police) 

 
18. The Director of Planning and Zoning shall review the Special Use Permit after six 

months, and shall docket the matter for consideration by the Planning Commission and 
City Council if (a) there have been documented violations of the permit conditions which 
were not corrected immediately, constitute repeat violations, or which create a direct and 
immediate adverse zoning impact on the surrounding community; (b) the Director has 
received a request from any person to docket the permit for review as the result of a 
complaint that rises to the level of a violation of the permit conditions; or (c) the Director 
has determined that there are problems with the operation of the use and that new or 
revised conditions are needed.  (P&Z) 
 

19. This Special Use Permit shall automatically expire on January 31, 2014 unless City 
Council approves a new Special Use Permit to continue operation of the automobile sales 
use prior to expiration. (P&Z) 
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STAFF: Alex Dambach, Division Chief, Department of Planning and Zoning;  
 Nathan Randall, Urban Planner. 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Staff Note: In accordance with Section 11-506(c) of the Zoning Ordinance, construction or 
operation shall be commenced and diligently and substantially pursued within 18 months of the 
date of granting of a Special Use Permit by City Council or the Special Use Permit shall become 
void.  
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CITY DEPARTMENT COMMENTS 
 

Legend:     C - code requirement    R - recommendation    S - suggestion    F – finding 
 
Transportation & Environmental Services 
 
R-1 Litter on the site and on public rights-of-way and spaces adjacent to or within 75 feet of 

the premises shall be picked up at least twice a day and at the close of business, and more 
often if necessary, to prevent an unsightly or unsanitary accumulation, on each day that 
the business is open to the public. (T&ES) 
 

R-2 The applicant shall require its employees who drive to use off-street parking and/or 
provide employees who use mass transit with subsidized bus and rail fare media.  The 
applicant shall also post DASH and Metrobus schedules on-site for employees. (T&ES) 
 

R-3 All waste products including, but not limited to, organic compounds (solvents), motor oil, 
refrigerant, compressor lubricant and antifreeze shall be disposed of in accordance with 
all local, state and federal ordinances or regulations and not be discharged to the sanitary 
or storm sewers or be discharged onto the ground. (T&ES) 
 

R-4 The applicant shall comply with the City of Alexandria Best Management Practices 
Manual for Automotive Related Industries.  A copy can be obtained by contacting the 
Office of Environmental Quality at 703-746-4065 or at 
http://alexandriava.gov/Environment under Forms and Publications. (T&ES) 
 

R-5 The applicant shall control odors, smoke and any other air pollution from operations at 
the site and prevent them from leaving the property or becoming a nuisance to 
neighboring properties, as determined by the Department of Transportation and 
Environmental Services. (T&ES) 

 
R-6 No repair work shall be done at the subject property. (P&Z) (T&ES) 

 
R-7 Supply deliveries, loading, and unloading activities shall not occur between the hours of 

11:00pm and 7:00am. (T&ES) 
 
R-8 All loudspeakers shall be prohibited from the exterior of the building, and no amplified 

sounds shall be audible at the property line. (T&ES) 
 
C-1 The applicant shall comply with the City of Alexandria's Noise Control Code, Title 11, 

Chapter 5, which sets the maximum permissible noise level as measured at the property 
line. (T&ES) 

 
C-2 The applicant shall comply with the City of Alexandria’s Solid Waste Control, Title 5, 

Chapter 1, which sets forth the requirements for the recycling of materials (Sec. 5-1-99).  
 

http://alexandriava.gov/Environment
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In order to comply with this code requirement, the applicant shall provide a completed 
Recycling Implementation Plan (RIP) Form within 60 days of City Council approval.  
Contact the City’s Recycling Program Coordinator at (703) 746-4410, or via e-mail at 
commercialrecycling@alexandriava.gov, for information about completing this form.  
(T&ES)   

 
Code Administration 
 
F-1 No comments 
 
Health 
 
F-1 No comments 
 
Parks and Recreation 
 
F-1 No comments received 
 
Police Department 
 
R-1 The applicant shall contact the Community Relations Unit of the Alexandria Police 

Department at 703-746-6838 regarding a robbery readiness program for all employees. 
(Police) 

 
 

mailto:commercialrecycling@alexandriava.gov
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